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System Optimization
of an All-Silicon IQ Modulator:

Achieving 100 Gbaud Dual Polarization 32QAM
Sasan Zhalehpour, Mengqi Guo, Jiachuan Lin, Zhuhong Zhang, Yaojun Qiao, Wei Shi, and Leslie A. Rusch

Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate the highest, to the
best of our knowledge, reported net rate in a SiP IQ modulator.
At 100 Gbaud 32QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation), and
assuming 20% FEC (forward error correction) overhead, we
achieved a dual polarization net rate of 833 Gb/s. This record was
achieved by adapting digital signal processing to the challenging
pattern dependent distortion encountered in the nonlinear and
bandwidth limited regime. First the Mach Zehnder modulator
(MZM) operating point (trading off modulation efficiency and
3 dB bandwidth) and linear compensation (electrical and optical)
are jointly optimized. Next, the key application of nonlinear pre-
and post-compensation are explored. We show that nonlinear
processing at the transmitter, in our case an iterative learning
control (ILC) method, is essential as post-processing alone could
not achieve reliable communications at 100 Gbaud. Nonlinear
post-compensation algorithms pushed the performance under the
FEC threshold with the introduction of structured intersymbol
interference in post processing and a simple one-step maximum
likelihood sequence detector. We provide detailed descriptions of
our methodology and results.

Index Terms—100 Gbaud 32QAM, All-silicon IQ modulator,
Digital signal processing, Adaptive nonlinear pre-compensation,
Blind nonlinear post-compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE network technology must enable cloud in-
frastructure and data centers to meet the demand for

bandwidth-hungry content, e.g., video services, cloud ap-
plications, machine-learning applications, etc [1], [2]. This
requirement has focused attention on new technologies that
can scale up performance at lower cost and higher power
efficiency.

Optical coherent systems can now operate at 100 Gbaud and
beyond, as demonstrated with integrated optical Mach Zehnder
modulators (MZMs) produced on several material platforms,
including lithium niobate (LiNbO3) [3], indium phosphide
(InP) [4], and silicon photonics (SiP) [5]. Modulators based
on each platform offer different trade-offs, which we review
briefly for the most recent demonstrations at the highest
reported baud rates.
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LiNbO3 has been the most frequently adopted technology in
commercial single-carrier 400G/600G systems, typically run-
ning at 64 Gbaud with modulation formats of 16/64 quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM). Scaling to single carrier 800G
or 1T for optical interfaces requires 100 Gbaud and beyond
[3], [6]. A single carrier, dual polarization 64QAM case
at 100 Gbaud was reported in [3]. For wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM), 12 channels spaced 50 GHz apart at
120 Gbaud was reported in [6], using electronic time-division
multiplexing (ETDM) and polarization division multiplexing
(PDM) of 16QAM modulation.

MZMs produced in InP can offer similar Vπ , insertion loss,
and baud rates as those produced in LiNbO3, but at smaller
size [7], [8]. A few excellent results have been reported includ-
ing an InP-based transmitter running at 100 Gbaud 32QAM
[4].

SiP offers some unique advantages missing in LiNbO3 and
InP, e.g., complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
compatibility for mass production, co-integration of electron-
ics and photonics, and polarization manipulation on a single
chip [7]. SiP also delivers a smaller footprint than LiNbO3.
However, SiP technology comes at the cost of higher insertion
loss and Vπ , and relatively lower bandwidth [7], [8]. Thus, due
to the physical limitations on modulation efficiency and band-
width, it is more challenging to achieve a high-quality QAM
signal using a depletion-mode SiP MZM at 100 Gbaud and
beyond. Silicon organic hybrid (SOH) technology has been
used for 100 Gbaud 16QAM [9]. However, incorporating SOH
into a standard CMOS-compatible silicon photonics process is
not trivial, hence our focus is on all-silicon solutions.

From the first QAM experimental demonstration of quadra-
ture phase shift keying (QPSK) at 50 Gb/s in 2012 [10], SiP IQ
modulators continued to evolve in response to the demand for
higher baud rates. Digital signal processing (DSP) techniques,
in conjunction with improved SiP modulator design, is also
boosting performance [11]. All-silicon modulators have been
demonstrated at 85 Gbaud 16QAM and 64 Gbaud 64QAM
[12], and 72 Gbaud 32QAM [13].

Recently, the authors reported a depletion mode all-silicon
single carrier 32QAM at 100 Gbaud single polarization [5].
In this paper, we extend our preliminary results to present ex-
perimental results for dual polarization emulation and provide
much greater detail on our DSP algorithms. We demonstrate
16QAM and 32QAM case at 100 Gbaud, corresponding to a
line-rate of 400 Gb/s and 500 Gb/s per polarization, respec-
tively. Several system operating parameters and reception al-
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Fig. 1: (a) Schematic diagram of SiP IQ modulator, (b) experimental set-up of optical and electrical connections on the chip,
and (c) E/O S21 of SiP IQ modulator for several reversed DC bias voltages [13].

gorithms were optimized, including diode bias voltage, digital
and optical pre-compensation, and receiver side DSP. We adopt
iterative learning control (ILC) for nonlinear pre-compensation
at the transmitter, as nonlinear post-processing alone could not
achieve reliable communications at 100 Gbaud. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of 100 Gbaud
QAM generation using an all-silicon modulator that meets the
forward error correction threshold at 16QAM and 32QAM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes MZM operation and our transceiver linear opti-
mization methods in both optical and digital regimes. The ex-
perimental set-up for SiP IQ modulator signal generation and
reception is described in section III, along with a discussion
of DSP procedures to recover data and optimize performance.
Section IV presents the nonlinear compensation at the trans-
mitter and receiver sides. Section V presents the experimental
results on dual polarization emulation with further discussion
of optimization. We offer concluding remarks in section VI.
Details of our single polarization results in [5] are presented
in appendix as some DSP was routines varied.

II. OPERATING POINT AND LINEAR FILTER OPTIMIZATION

We describe our optimization, vis-à-vis the bandwidth and
modulation efficiency, of the modulator operating point in
the next subsection. We describe the transmitter linear optical
and digital compensation methods in the second subsection.
Note that receiver side linear signal processing is standard
and described with the experimental setup in section III.
Nonlinear compensation is described in section IV. A block
diagram in Fig. 3 summarizes the equalization efforts covered
in sections II-IV.

A. Operating point optimization

Our depletion-mode SiP IQ modulator has two nested
MZMs with traveling-wave electrodes applied. A laterally
doped p-n junction in a 220-nm-high silicon rib waveguide
is used as the phase shifter. Three levels of dopant are applied
to reduce the junction resistance without introducing excess
optical loss with the series push pull configuration (Fig. 1a).
Design details can be found in [13]. The Vπ of the MZM
is almost 8 V at -2 V reverse bias. The small-signal response
(S21) of the depletion-mode MZM shows a strong dependence

on the DC bias. The 3-dB bandwidth is ∼22 GHz at zero
bias, ∼26 GHz at -0.75 V, ∼30 GHz at -2 V, and ∼34 GHz
at -4 V; see Fig. 1c. Furthermore, the modulation efficiency,
in contrast to optical attenuation, decreases as the DC bias
increases.

When operating the MZM at high baud rate, e.g.,
100 Gbaud, we need sufficient MZM bandwidth to avoid
intersymbol interference (ISI). To ensure an appropriate trade-
off between modulation efficiency and required bandwidth, we
found the bit error rate (BER) at high signal to noise ratio
for various bias voltages. The BER was obtained when us-
ing linear compensation, digital and optical pre-compensation
methods will be discussed in section II-B. Results are reported
in Fig. 2, where a clear minimum is visible at -2 V.
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Fig. 2: BER vs. bias voltage when using linear compensation.

Contrast our result here with our previously published
results for 84 Gbaud [13]. There, we used a relatively low
reverse bias voltage of -0.75 V. Increasing the bias to -2 V
reduces the RF loss at 50 GHz (3 dB bandwidth 30 GHz
compared to 26 GHz), but also lowers modulation efficiency
as the Vπ was 7.25 V in the previous work at 84 Gbaud. As
the BER curve in Fig. 2 varies with baud rate, the reverse bias
operating point cannot be optimized by considering bandwidth
alone.

B. Transmitter optimization of linear pre-compensation

The system level optimization is carried out by exploiting
both optical and digital domains per the high level block
diagram in Fig. 3. Optical pre-compensation is performed via
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a programmable optical bandpass filter (OBF) and is strictly
linear. In the digital domain, compensation is applied at both
transmitter (this subsection) and receiver (next subsection),
and can be linear alone, or linear combined with nonlinear
techniques. We employ minimum mean square error (MMSE)
linear digital compensation. Here we provide details on the
transmitter-side linear compensation approaches; nonlinear
techniques are covered in later sections.

Linear compensation is performed in two steps. We apply
electrical compensation first, targeting inversion of the DAC
alone. The MMSE filter compensation is found separately for
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) branches. We use electrical
back-to-back 16QAM transmission for MMSE estimation,
treating it as two independent pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM4) signals in I and Q. The MMSE filter has 250 taps.

Next, we linearly compensate the roll-off of the frequency
response of the MZM in the optical domain. We transmit
16QAM at 100 Gbaud at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The power spectral density (PSD) is estimated in the electrical
domain after coherent detection. We design a pre-emphasis
filter that inverts the PSD over a bandwidth of 100 GHz.
The filter is smoothed to accommodate implementation in the
optical domain via a programmable waveshaper, with smallest
bin of 8 picometers. We again transmit 16QAM at 100 Gbaud
at high SNR while sweeping the depth of the OBF, γ, to find γ
that minimizes measured BER. We found that, when combined
with the MMSE pre-compensation in the electrical domain, the
optimal value is γ = 17 dB. This OBF is used for all further
experiments.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND SIGNAL PROCESSING

In this section, we present the experimental set-up along
with offline DSP methods used in this work. The nonlinear
processing is described in section IV.

A. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up of the SiP IQ modulator system is
shown in Fig. 4. The grey shading indicates the experimental
set-up; all other paths are offline DSP work. The transmitter
and receiver side DSP are summarized in tables to either
side. The DSP path in the middle refers to the quasi-real-
time adaptive pre-compensation entitled gain based iterative
learning control (G-ILC).

The two outputs of a wideband DAC, carrying the I and Q
components of an M-QAM signal, are de-skewed in time via
tunable RF phase shifters (PS). The signals are then amplified
with RF drivers (50 GHz, 24 dB gain). We used a ground
signal-signal ground (GS-SG) configured RF probe, as seen
in the photograph in Fig. 1b, to feed the RF signal (∼5 V
peak-to-peak) to the modulator.

The SiP IQ modulator configuration was discussed in sec-
tion II-A. We drive the SiP IQ modulator at the null point; DC
voltage of heaters (thermo-optic phase shifter) are accessed
via a DC probe (see photographs in Fig. 1b) to set this
operating point. We use a tunable external cavity laser (ECL)
with linewidth less than 100 kHz at 1530 nm, coupled to the
silicon chip via a fiber array (visible in Fig. 1b). Due to high
losses in working with the SiP chip (9 dB coupling loss from
the fiber array to the I/Q grating couplers, 6.8 dB modulator
loss, and 3 dB splitting loss from the on-chip adiabatic 50:50
coupler), we boost the laser with a high power erbium doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) from 10 dBm to 26 dBm. Several other
EDFAs are used throughout the optical channel to overcome
the loss.

A commercial programmable waveshaper is used for optical
pre-compensation, per section II. An OBF suppresses out-of-
band amplified spontaneous emission noise after the second
stage of EDFA. The SiP IQ modulator under test passes only
TE mode, and a polarization controller (PC) is used.

We transmit a single polarization or employ a dual po-
larization emulator: a polarization beam splitter (PBS), a
polarization beam combiner (PBC), and an optical delay link
(ODL). The ODL is 2 m or 18 ns, which provides almost
1800 symbols delay between polarizations, while the MIMO
DSP we use has only 65 taps avoiding any possible erroneous
adaptation of the blind MIMO algorithm.

All experiments are back-to-back. We use a discrete coher-
ent detector: a 90◦ hybrid coherent receiver module and four
photodiodes (PDs) with 70 GHz bandwidth. As our wideband
balanced PDs do not have transimpedance amplifiers, we use
an EDFA as a pre-amplifier. The optical power before the 90◦

hybrid coherent receiver can be swept manually by means of
a variable optical attenuator (VOA). The local oscillator (LO)
has 16 dBm power and narrow linewidth (100 kHz). Signals
are digitized by a 160 GSa/s, 63 GHz, real-time oscilloscope
(RTO).
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B. Standard signal processing

Consider the transmitter side DSP chain in Fig. 4. A
pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) of length 219 − 1
(PRBS19) is Gray mapped and passed through the MMSE pre-
compensation filter described in section II. The MMSE filter
output is upsampled and shaped to a raised cosine pulse with
roll-off of 0.01. The shaped pulse is resampled to accommo-
date the DAC sampling rate and baud rate (100 Gbaud). The
resampled symbol sequence is clipped and quantized before
being uploaded to the DAC.

At the receiver side, the signal is filtered by a 10th order
super Gaussian digital low-pass filter (LPF) and the captured
1.6 samples per symbol are upsampled to 2 samples per
symbol. We use 4×4 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
for joint I/Q polarization demultiplexing; they are run at T/2
spacing to provide accurate timing, and then downsampled
to one sample/symbol for all other processing. Frequency
offset compensation (FOC) is performed blindly by a fast
Fourier transform (FFT), carrier phase recovery (CPR) is a
blind phase search with 64 test angles, and finally a decision-
directed (DD) MMSE filter. Up to this step, the compensations
employed are linear alone. These post-compensation methods
are adapted blindly in the operating phase when evaluating
system performance.

IV. NONLINEAR COMPENSATION

In this section we describe our nonlinear compensation.
Transmitter side compensation is described first and involves
adaptation with hardware-in-the-loop. Receiver side compen-
sation combines two stages with parameters optimized offline.

A. Nonlinear digital pre-compensation

We use nonlinear compensation at the transmitter side to
deal with the nonlinear response of the digital and optical
components. We employ an adaptive method, G-ILC, which
uses a fixed data sequence to optimize the transmit signal. The
G-ILC method is well-known in control theory. It was initially
introduced in [14] and recently employed in communications
to linearize RF amplifiers [15], [16]. More detailed information
for our application of G-ILC can be found in [17]. While
high performance, the G-ILC method is limited to a specific
sequence chosen for training. The G-ILC is a tool to estimate

the best performance achievable by a system, or for calibration
of the system.

A pre-determined sequence of data is transmitted. The
error between transmitted and received signals is used to
adaptively transform the transmitted signal to one with a clean
received constellation via hardware-in-the-loop adaption. At
each iteration, the transmitted signal is transformed until the
received signal converges to the desired sequence D, i.e.,
standard IQ coordinates.

The G-ILC block diagram is shown in Fig. 4 in green
shading. At the transmitter side, we build a 7000-symbol
sequence and repeat this sequence multiple times until the
DAC memory is full. At the receiver side, multiple copies of
our transmitted sequence (of 7000 symbols) are captured and
recovered through linear post-compensation alone.

Adaptation is done on a single polarization experiment.
To reduce noise, we average over 14 time-synchronized se-
quences. In addition, we see at the top of Fig. 5 two approaches
for linear compensation during adaptation. In the upper ap-
proach, the standard linear processing is applied - but with
data-aided MMSE (400 taps) instead of the decision-directed
MMSE used in BER assessment. In the lower approach we
add a 2× 2 MIMO step to undo correlations between I and Q
and equalize each branch (65 taps). The MIMO is data-aided
during adaptation instead of the decision-directed MIMO used
in BER assessment. Note that in the lower approach data-
directed MMSE is sufficient following the MIMO stage. By
accessing a signal clear of linear distortion and additive noise,
the G-ILC error signal can address the residual impairments
more directly.

The averaged and linearly compensated output, Y k in Fig. 4,
is fed to the G-ILC controller block to update the transmitted
signal for the next iteration. The G-ILC control block at the
kth iteration is expressed as

Xk+1 = Xk + αΓk
−1ek (1)

where Xk and Xk+1 are the transmitted sequences at the kth

and (k+1)th iteration, respectively; see Fig. 4. α is a variable
step size to adjust the convergence speed. We define Γk as a
diagonal learning gain matrix and ek formed by the difference
of Y k and D.

We report in Fig. 5 convergence results when using the two
DSP approaches illustrated at the top of the plots. The upper
method was the only approach used in single-polarization
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[5] BER experiments. By incorporating the 2 × 2 MIMO
we achieve an order of magnitude reduction in the mean
squared error of the pre-distorted signal. This was a key
enabler of our achievement of a line rate of 1 Tb/s with
dual polarization emulation reported in the next section. By
adjusting the adaptation step size, α, we can have a smooth
convergence on the mean square absolute value of the error in
each iteration.

In Fig. 5 we see that in using 2 × 2 MIMO the gap has
closed between 16/32QAM error levels. The receiver offers
a clear view of nonlinear impairments in this case, even for
closely packed 32-QAM symbols. More importantly, the order
of magnitude reduction means the G-ILC is a much more
effective pre-compensation. Adaptation slope is not adversely
affected, and convergence occurs in 12 iterations.

Figure 6 presents typical constellations before and after G-
ILC block for single polarization transmission of 32QAM at
100 Gbaud at 2 dBm received power. All linear compensation
are in place for both constellations, but no noise averaging.
The G-ILC counters the pattern dependent distortion (PDD)
introduced by memory effect in the system, with a visibly
improved isolation of symbols.

B. Nonlinear post-compensation

While the G-ILC constellation in Fig. 6 is much improved,
linear post-compensation was insufficient to bring BER below
the FEC threshold; see section V. We therefore examined
two blind nonlinear compensations approaches to deal with
the residual nonlinear distortion. The first is a traditional
polynomial based compensation, while the second is more
involved.

1) Memory polynomial compensation: A Volterra based
nonlinear equalizer introduces higher order terms into the lin-
ear filter structure. Due to the large computational complexity
of the full-size Volterra equalizer, we use the simpler memory

(a) (b)
Fig. 6: 32QAM constellations (a) without and (b) with im-
proved G-ILC.

polynomial compensation. In this case, only the diagonal terms
of the Volterra kernels are retained [18]. In offline processing,
we found that the memory polynomial post-compensation with
1st and 3rd order terms were able to improve performance.
The complexity of including more terms was not justified
given limited performance improvement. For input x(n), the
memory polynomial output y(n) can be expressed as

y(n) =

L1−1∑
l1=0

w1(l1)x(n− l1) +

L3−1∑
l3=0

w3(l3)x3(n− l3),

(2)
where the tap coefficients wi(·) are calculated with a DD-
MMSE algorithm. We used filter lengths L1 = L3 = 255 to
achieve BER results reported in the results section.

2) Post-filtering and one-symbol MLSD: In our bandwidth-
limited system at 100 Gbaud, the linear equalizers, although
minimizing the mean square error, enhanced the in-band
additive noise. The nonlinear G-ILC pre-compensation and
memory polynomial nonlinear post-compensation also leave
residual pattern dependent distortion. We could combat these
pattern dependent effects with a maximum likelihood sequence
detector (MLSD), but they are prohibitively complex for
systems with long memory and large constellation size. We
turn to an MLSD approach with very limited complexity [19],
[20].

Rather than trying to compensate for the true system mem-
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ory, we introduce structured intersymbol interference (ISI) in a
final processing stage. Knowing the precise nature of that ISI,
and holding the memory depth to a minimal single symbol
duration, we can easily construct a low complexity MLSD.
Intuitively, this approach gathers up residual impairments, adds
simple, known structure (in the spirit of an error correcting
code), and then uses a receiver optimal for the introduced ISI
(not optimal for the system). This proved an effective boost
to our system performance.

The transfer function of the post-filter introducing structured
ISI has z-transform of

H(z) = 1 + βz−1. (3)

producing memory of one symbol duration - hence the simple
MLSD [19]. The parameter β can be tuned to maximize
performance improvement from the combined post-filter and
MLSD. The MLSD considers path metrics

D(s(n)) =
n∑

i=n−TB
[z(i) − (s(i) + βs(i− 1))]

2
, (4)

where z(i)=y(i)+βy(i− 1) is the output signal of the post-
filter and s(i) is the candidate hard-decision at each point
for a given path; the summation is along the path leading to
time n, n > TB, for some maximum traceback length TB.
The MLSD is implemented via the computationally efficient
Viterbi decoding that seeks the path with the minimal distance
metric D(s(n)).

We chose received power of 2 dBm (one of least noisy
values) to find the best β. We swept ten points in the range 0.1
to 1, and observed a bowl shaped BER. The optimal values
were β = 0.6 for 16QAM and β = 0.5 for 32QAM. These
values were then used when processing data for all received
powers.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the experimental results for various
combinations of the compensation approaches described pre-
viously. We examine only 100 Gbaud, but two modulation

formats, 16QAM and 32QAM. Training of G-ILC is per-
formed on a single polarization, and the same converged G-
ILC is applied in both polarizations as we use polarization
emulation. In section V.A. we present performance on the
single polarization before the G-ILC is trained. In section V.B.
we present dual polarization results. We provide the single
polarization BER evaluation for the case of having G-ILC (part
of our previous work [5]) in the appendix.

A. Prior to G-ILC training

We evaluate BER performance on a single polarization
for 16QAM and 32QAM at 100 Gbaud before training the
G-ILC pre-compensation. We examine baseline BER when
linear combined (electrical/optical) pre-compensation at the
transmitter side and various post-compensations at the receiver
side. In Fig. 7, we present BER vs. received power with no
G-ILC, i.e., when no nonlinear pre-compensation is applied
at the transmitter. For 16QAM, even with the help of two
combined nonlinear post-compensation techniques, we can
barely reach the 7% FEC threshold. In the 32QAM case, due
to the high level of distortion, even the 20% FEC threshold
is unattainable with all post-compensation efforts. The post-
compensation improvement is worst for linear alone, and best
for all methods (linear and nonlinear) combined. Among the
two nonlinear approaches applied singly, the MLSD performs
better than the memory polynomial filtering. The advantage
is roughly ∼2 dB at the target BER of 10−2 when cascading
DD-MMSE with MLSD, rather than DD-MMSE with memory
polynomial filtering. From Fig. 7 we conclude that the perfor-
mance improvement for 16QAM when including the memory
polynomial does not justify the added complexity. Finally, we
note that nonlinear approaches applied in post-compensation
alone has no impact on 32QAM performance. The nonlinear
post-compensation does not improve simple DD-MMSE for
32QAM.

B. Dual polarization case

We extend our 100 Gbaud 16QAM and 32QAM exper-
iments in [5] to dual polarization by adding the polariza-
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Fig. 9: Spectra at various points in linear compensation optimization: (a) after MZM, without any pre-compensation, (b) optical
bandpass filter response with γ to control depth, (c) after OBF, and (d) after a MMSE compensation equalizer (i.e., all linear
techniques applied).

tion emulator to the optical path of the experimental set-
up. The order of magnitude reduction in G-ILC adaptation
error in incorporating 2×2 MIMO allowed us to meet the
dual-polarization requirement for higher OSNR without any
performance degradation.

BER results are reported in Fig. 8 for each polarization
separately, X-pol and Y-pol, as well as for their average. In
all plots, we have used nonlinear G-ILC plus linear combined
(electrical/optical) pre-compensations at the transmitter side.
We consider several post-compensation techniques, including
DD-MMSE alone (cross markers), cascaded DD-MMSE and
MLSD (square markers), cascaded DD-MMSE and memory
polynomial (circle markers), and cascaded DD-MMSE and
memory polynomial filtering and MLSD (plus markers). We
observe the same behavior as that for single polarization. As
can be seen in Fig. 8, the performance of Y-pol is slightly
better than that of X-pol as a result of unequal sensitivity of
the four PDs used. Unlike the single polarization, we swept the
BER from -6 dBm to 4 dBm. In 16QAM case, we can achieve
7% FEC threshold as low as ∼-3 dBm and 32QAM BER
reaches below 20% FEC threshold at less than ∼-2 dBm. As
we already seen for the single polarization case, the memory
polynomial stage does not offer much improvement on the
performance compared to the MLSD stage.

The maximum back-to-back transmission rates reported
to date on SiP platform offer net rate below 400 Gb/s per
polarization. These include [9] using SOH component at
100 Gbaud 16QAM with a net rate of 333 Gb/s assuming
20% FEC overhead and [12] with a net rate of 333 Gb/s for
64 Gbaud 64QAM assuming 15% FEC overhead. Here, we
experimentally demonstrated 100 Gbaud 32QAM; assuming
20% FEC overhead we achieved a single polarization net rate
of 416 Gb/s and maintained that rate with a demonstration
of dual polarization at 833 Gb/s. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the highest reported net rate in a SiP IQ modulator.

The G-ILC is not applicable to random data, but provides
convincing evidence that nonlinear approaches to combat PDD
are essential. A behavioral model of the system reflecting
the G-ILC would be one solution, or a lookup table for
nonlinearity could be helpful [21].

VI. CONCLUSION

We successfully demonstrated single carrier back-to-back
16QAM and 32QAM transmission at 100 Gbaud via a SiP
IQ modulator with 3-dB bandwidth less than 34 GHz. We
reported a net rate of 416 Gb/s on a single polarization, and
maintained that performance in a (833 Gb/s dual polarization
demonstration. We achieved the BER lower than 7% FEC
(16QAM) with good margin at 747 Gb/s for dual polarization.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
of 100 Gbaud QAM operation using an all-silicon modulator.

We applied several optimization steps in both modulator
operation and at the system level. Nonlinear pre-compensation
was shown to be essential. The quality of adaptation was
enhanced by using a 2 × 2 MIMO stage that lead to much
reduced adaptation error. We demonstrated the effectiveness
of introducing structured ISI in post-processing to increase
OSNR margin.

VII. APPENDIX

In this appendix we provide information on differences in
optimizing the linear compensation in our previous single
polarization work in [5] vs. that used in section II-B. In [5] we
jointly optimized the digital and optical linear compensation.

We first applied optical and no digital pre-compensation.
We transmit 16QAM at 100 Gbaud at high SNR through the
(uncompensated) DAC and MZM. The PSD is estimated in the
electrical domain after coherent detection, Fig. 9a. We design
a pre-emphasis filter that inverts the PSD over a bandwidth of
100 GHz. The filter is smoothed (see Fig. 9b) to accommodate
implementation in the optical domain via a programmable
waveshaper, with smallest bin of 8 pm.

The output spectrum following the OBF, (Fig. 9c), shows
residual in-band ripples (see dashed blue oval). This was next
compensated by designing an appropriate electronic MMSE
filter with 500 taps. For the joint optimization, the depth γ
of the OBF was swept. For each γ a new MMSE filter was
found. The BER was measured for each γ, with lowest BER
at γopt=12 dB.

In the SP case, the DAC was able to compensate the
ripples and attain acceptable BER. The PSD after applying
the joint digital/optical pre-compensation is shown in Fig 9d.
The center frequencies are noticeably flatter, and the corners
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Fig. 10: BER vs. received power for single polarization
16QAM and 32QAM at 100 Gbaud, with nonlinear pre-
compensation (trained G-ILC); post-compensation cases are
linear DD-MMSE only (×), linear and nonlinear polynomial
alone (◦), linear, and all post-compensation together (+).

of the Nyquist signal are more clearly defined. Note: in the
dual polarization experiments reported in the body of the
paper, both the technique described in this appendix and that
described in section II-B were tested. Performance was best
for the other approach in that case. The optimal OBF depth
was quite different for the two approaches, 12 vs. 17 dB.

A. Single polarization with G-ILC

We add G-ILC to the transmitter side compensation and
compare BER to the baseline case of only linear compensation
at the transmitter (Fig. 7). This comparison establishes that
nonlinear pre-compensation is essential; post-compensation,
even nonlinear, is insufficient.

Adding G-ILC at the transmitter side significantly improves
the performance, as seen in Fig. 10. We include the best case
performance without G-ILC in dashed lines for comparison.
The received power sensitivity for 16QAM (blue curves, plus
marker) can be increased by more than 4 dB with G-ILC.
We can now reach the 20% FEC threshold with 32QAM at
received power as low as -2 dBm with using cascaded DD-
MMSE, memory polynomial and MLSD post-compensations
(black curve, plus marker). Even linear post-compensation
alone is sufficient combined with G-ILC to surpass the per-
formance when limiting nonlinear techniques to the receiver
side. The PDD must be treated before transmission.
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